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Abstract
The purpose of this study is to find out the factors which stimulate university teachers towards self-motivated professional development at university level. It was a descriptive study based on survey design; a mixed methods design was selected to collect the data through mixed method techniques. 200 questionnaires were distributed with the help of the snowball sampling technique, which helped in reaching 57 teachers for interview. Thematic Analysis, Descriptive Statistics and Chi-Square Test were applied to data. The result shows the intrinsic factors of stimulation were self-thrust towards excellence, respect, acknowledgment and inner satisfaction. On the contrary, extrinsic factors were a good salary package, promotion, better social and professional status and ability to cope with the advanced educational requirements. The study recommends that action through teachers’ consideration, reflection and shared vision may include extrinsic and intrinsic factors of motivation.
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Introduction
Today professional development for teachers is considered as an obligatory component of educational policies to heighten the overall quality of teaching and learning. As a result, there is an increased demand for research that highlights the features of effective professional development primarily, self-motivated professional development. Around the globe, substantial funds have been allocated to a wide variety of professional development programs through variety of sources but still there is a need to bridge the gap.

Professional development makes teachers resourceful, by helping them improve teaching practices and enhance overall teaching standards. There are different ways to support and encourage teachers to enhance their performance hence; professional development has diverse activities and structures. According to Caffarella and Daffron (2013) the core purpose of professional development is to facilitate a teacher to experience and learn advanced teaching methodologies, extend subject knowledge and stay updated and equipped with advanced educational requirements.

As Gamrat, Zimmerman, Dudek, and Peck (2014) describe, there is always something new teachers can experiment with and acquire to enhance their teaching learning process, being a teacher demands a continuous professional development and a firm commitment to learn and grow throughout the career progression. According to Geldenhuys and Oosthuizen (2015), today’s educational policies and procedures put extra responsibilities on teachers, curriculum makers and on society to be accountable to deliver quality education. As per Hunzicker (2011) in order to meet the higher demands teachers, supposed to get full support through appropriate and effective professional development programs and opportunities.

According to Jogi, Karu, and Krabi (2015) because of its significant role in the education sector no notable development in education sector can be made without effective and supportive professional development. According to Alfred and Nafukho (2010) self-motivated professional development leads towards significant and sustainable progress in overall education change to develop and grow with the capacity to meet teacher’s individual needs. According to Altbach, Reisberg, and Rumbley (2009) approaches towards professional development have now become much more demanding and long term. Intrinsic and extrinsic motivations factors of professional development needed to be explored and research to know that what actually causes motivation in teachers in different contexts and situations.
Currently, the area of motivation among teachers has been stressed a lot to investigate, the noticeable factors of motivation which produce and ensure success. Intrinsic motivation is a vital factor especially when considering self-directed professional development. Avalos (2011) considers intrinsic motivation of teachers to consist of the qualities and characteristics of a teacher, focus and motivation to perform an activity with free will, and positive determination for the joy of success. This complements actions without any pressure, burden or external factors or motives. Teachers who own intrinsic motivation are motivated because of the inner satisfaction of attaining proficiency and pleasure of accomplishment to attain next level as well as to full-fill the long-term goals.

On the contrary, according to Borko (2004) extrinsic motivation refers to the inspiration one has to do an activity not for the joy of it, but to accomplish some external goal. According to Burns and Lawrie (2015) teacher who participates in an activity to get praise, money, or a reward as well as avoid being back or out of the pace from an external figure is considered as possessing extrinsic motivation. Extrinsic motivation does have short-term motivational characteristics, according to Buskist, Sikorski, Buckley, and Saville (2002) extrinsic pressures are most often shown in educational context set by the institution and in established standards which meant to be met and achieved.

Objectives and Question of the Study
To find out the factors of stimulation towards self-motivated professional development. Therefore, the study asks: What stimulates (intrinsic/extrinsic) to self-motivated professional development?

Methodology
Research Design
It was a descriptive study based on survey design, based upon the theoretical framework a mixed methods design was selected.

Population
The population of the study was the teachers; who have started their career from bottom line (low grade/ designation level), through self-motivation developed their career, teaching in social sciences departments of public universities of Punjab.

Sample
The researcher has used snowball sampling technique to select the subjects from population by applying snowball sampling technique; data was collected from 57 teachers.

Data Collection
Firstly, researcher has sought permission for data collection and gathered basic information about university faculty to know about the teachers who have promoted from bottom position to current position. After getting written permission and knowing about targeted teachers, the researcher personally visited the universities, administered questionnaires and conducted interviews. Total 57 university teachers were interviewed.

Instruments
For interviews semi-structured interview was developed, interviews were conducted and transcribed by the researcher. Data collected from interviews was coded and analyzed for emergent themes in a similar manner to sequential mixed strategies design. Quantitative data was gathered through questionnaire consisted on close-ended and three scale items, which was administered to 200 teachers from which 57 questionnaires were selected, who were then chosen for in depth interviews for qualitative data. The responses gathered through instruments were examined statistically in order to generate descriptive statistics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intrinsic Factors of Motivation</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>( \chi^2 )</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inner Satisfaction</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>23.351</td>
<td>&lt;001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeling to get Recognized &amp;Respected</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confronted Nature</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1 shows the responses of university teachers about intrinsic factors of motivation. 30 (53%) respondents stated their main objective towards professional development was inner satisfaction, for 10 (18%) it was to get recognized in professional world, 9 (15%) said they had confronted nature and took their progression as challenge, 8 (14%) respondents want to meet their friends and family aspiration. The results of chi-square, $\chi^2$ (DF=3, N=57) =23.351, p<.001) revealed that the major intrinsic factor of professional development was inner satisfaction.

Table 2. Responses of University Teachers about Extrinsic Factors of Motivation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extrinsic Factors of Motivation</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Career Progressation</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Raise</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social &amp; Professional Status</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer Pressure/Professional Competition</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 shows the responses of university teachers about extrinsic factors of motivation. For 23 (40%) respondents career progression was the extrinsic factor of motivation, for 15 (26%) financial raise and for 10 (18%) to get desired social and professional status was the factor and 9 (16%) did it to cope up and meet the peer pressure and professional competition. The results of chi-square, $\chi^2$ (df=3, N=57) = 8.474, p=0.037) revealed for most of the respondents’ career progression was the major factor of professional development.

**Intrinsic Factors of Motivation**

Majority of the participants value inner satisfaction, the feeling of accomplishment given them the joy, they strived towards their goal for personal satisfaction and accomplishment. Some of them said the appreciation and motivation of their seniors, students, family and friends made them motivated. Few of them considered some heart touching moments to be their motivational factor like; the award of being ‘best teacher’, ‘certificate of appreciation’ and parents and students comments and praise.

**Extrinsic Factors of Motivation**

Majority of the participants upgraded their qualifications for their career growth, especially to excel to the senior grades. Few of them wanted to enhance their social and professional status. For some of them financial raise was the reward to grow more. Some of them said the reputation, respect and recognition kept them motivated and some said their ideal were their inspiration and motivation they always wanted to be like them so they work hard and followed them to be like them one day.

**Results**

The following findings have been made on the basis of data analysis.

**Intrinsic Factors**

The intrinsic factors which stimulate teachers towards self-motivated professional development.

- Inner satisfaction teachers valued their self-thirst and self-satisfaction to get perfection, by reaching to the end goal.
- The aim to reach to their desired goal and meet their dream, to achieve sense of achievement.
- The admiration and appreciation from their seniors and students.
- The emotional, heart touching moments, like; the award of ‘best teacher’, ‘certificate of appreciation’, students’ gratitude and compliments.
- The praise and encouragement of friends, family and colleagues.
- To meet friends, family and seniors’ expectations and to pay back their confidence and encouragement.

**Extrinsic Factors**

The extrinsic factors which stimulate teachers towards self-motivated professional development were.

- Career growth; particularly to excel to senior grades through promotion.
- Better social and professional status, position and empowerment.
- To get respect, good reputation, admiration and recognition in society.
- To have financial raise for better living style.
The major extrinsic factor of motivation amongst teachers was career growth; particularly, excel to senior grades and get promotion. Some of them were desired to enhance their social and professional status and position. Few of them want to get good repute; respect and recognition in society and financial raise. Almost all teachers reported one of the most important factors of motivation was to meet their family and friends expectations and support.

On the contrary, majority of the teachers reported the biggest intrinsic factor of their intrinsic motivation was inner satisfaction they really valued their self-thirst and self-satisfaction. For some of them the feeling to reach to their desired goal and meet their dream and to get the sense of achievement was the stimulation. For some of them the respect and appreciation from their seniors and students were the instigator. Some of them considered certain heart touching moments to be their reasons of motivation like; the award of best teacher, certificate of appreciation, students gratitude and compliments.

Discussion

McLoughlin and Lee (2008) there are so many studies which addressed the need and effect of professional development but still factors which stimulate self-motivated professional development need to be explored more. The present study aimed to get an insight into extrinsic and intrinsic factors of stimulations which drive self-motivated professional development.

Regarding the rapid changes in advanced educational contexts, Mills (2011) discussed that professionally developed teachers are supposed to meet the shifting prospects of stakeholders. Further supported by National Comprehensive Center for Teacher Quality (2012) teachers need to update themselves with new technologies and endorse advanced administrative and researcher roles to be with pace. According to Gulamhussein (2013) though recent educational changes are well acknowledged in the literature, yet researchers provided less definite results on how to support teachers self-motivation process.

According to Ng (2015) self-motivated professional development can increase teachers effectiveness and position. As a result, there is a growing need to support self-motivated professional development in the hope to get advanced and effective educational services. Connell (2012) discussed that external and internal factors of professional development improvement are powerful enough, specific enough, and sustain able enough to alter the culture of education.

As described by Steinert (2010) self-motivation is a process which stimulate individuals to take initiative, identify their needs, set goals, finds resources, implement strategies and be consistent towards their goal. Findings support these views, that teachers self-motivation have made them grow, they have started their career from very low grade has become university teachers. They took a charge of their development, identified their needs and made ways to reach to their goal.

As stated by Sun, Penuel, Frank, Gallagher, and Youngs (2013) there are many approaches to help teachers develop, but the time is to put more stress to motivate teachers to value their competence in order to enhance self-confidence and self-motivation. Outcomes of the study match with these views and provide evidence that for professional development teachers do not require policies and programs they just need to take charge of their development find out the opportunities to grow. Following outcomes further aligned with Wang, Y.W.et al. (2003) self-motivation and determination should be the ultimate goal of education it should impart various skills that empower individuals to drive their learning.

According to Wright (2009) self-thrust and inner satisfaction provides the support and strength to grow because the success of professional development depends on realization that it is needed and responsibility to own the chosen profession by heart. Findings of the study incorporate with this opinion for majority of the teachers the intrinsic factor of their motivation was inner satisfaction. They valued their self-thirst and self-satisfaction to be expert and professional in their field and the feeling to reach to their desired goal and to fulfill their dream.

According to Yoon, Duncan, Lee, Scarlof, and Shapley (2007) to enhance learning outcomes in international context, it is important to understand the challenges faced by teachers and to provide them the appreciation and respect which keep them motivated. The findings of the study support these opinions that teachers really appreciated the respect and appreciation they got from their seniors, students friends and family, their confidence and encouragement kept them stimulated.

According to Hulme (2012) the most effective ways to reach the professional development opportunities is provide the teachers the position and status which they deserve and look for. As evidence the present study provides the facts that the teachers get motivated for their career growth; particularly to excel to senior grades for promotion. Some of them were desired to enhance their social and professional status and position. Few of them were roused for good repute; respect and recognition in society.
Recommendations

Keeping in view the findings and conclusion, the following suggestions have been made.

- Teaching profession should get the respect and ownership it deserves to attract the top brains to be a part of it.
- Professional development policies, plans and programs need to be aligned with teachers’ actual needs and advance requirements.
- The best possible infrastructure should be provided to teachers for smooth development.
- Self-motivated professional development should be encouraged and important measures should be taken to support the environment which ensures motivation.
- Further research in this area should be done to cover up the deficiencies.
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